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Human tissue biorepositories have become key platforms for the acceleration of basic and translational biomedical research on cancer in China. The maintenance of sufficient amounts of tumor cells is critical for a wide variety of cancer studies. Ensuring the high quality of frozen stored tissue specimens is a crucial requirement. However, different tumor locations and various methods of tumor tissue removal can lead to variable numbers of tumor cells from banked tissue specimens. Thus, an effective method to assess the tumor cell content is essential for tissue samples in biobanks. In the present study, the mirror image method was used to evaluate the amount of tumor cells in stored tumor tissues of six common cancer types, including solid and hollow organ cancers. All tissues were stored in the Tianjin Medical University Cancer Institute and Hospital (TMUCIH). Histological assessment was performed by pathologists who conducted morphological diagnoses of tumor percentage on mirror image sections of frozen stored samples that were stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Results showed that the tumor percentage of solid organ cancers was higher than that of hollow organ cancers ($\chi^2 = 17.11, p < 0.0001$). Among solid organ cancers, the highest tumor percentage was observed in renal tumor tissues, and likewise esophageus tumor tissues had the highest tumor content among hollow organ cancers (multiple tests, $p < 0.05$). Three kinds of samples, which showed higher proportions of tumor content under 25%, were stomach, liver, and colorectal cancers, and the proportions were 15.0%, 10.9%, and 10.6%, respectively. Therefore, histological assessment based on the review of mirror-image H&E sections offers the most direct and objective judgment. The results can not only be applied to the tissue quality feedback process of biobanks, but also guide a wide variety of scientific studies.

Introduction

The Tianjin Medical University Cancer Institute and Hospital (TMUCIH) initiated a long-term biobanking program in 2003, which is designed for the collection, storage, and distribution of high-quality human tumors, paired adjacent tumors, normal tissues, and other biofluid specimens. Based on this program, TMUCIH and the National Foundation for Cancer Research (NFCR), an American organization, co-established the Joint Tissue Banking Facility (JTB) in September 2004. JTB is operated under the guidance of an international steering committee that includes experts and scientists on tissue banking from China and the USA. A series of established standard protocols for tissue collection, handling, and storage were used to collect and store more than 100,000 frozen tissue samples and paraffin-embedded blocks from 41,000 patients, covering more than 20 cancer types. These samples have been stored in the biorepository for more than a decade.

Despite the notable work of JTB, the lack of high quality tumor tissues has limited the advancement of translational research and personalized medicine in China. A biobank that provides specimens should be able to ensure that the quality of the collected frozen tissue samples meets the high quality requirements of future studies. Thus, tissue quality control is necessary. Quality control (QC) procedures, including molecular and histological assessments, play an important role in the quality assessment of stored tissue samples. Unlike common molecular assessments, such as RNA integrity and DNA quality testing, pathological diagnosis or histological composition of the stored tissues must be acquired before a sample is used. In some studies, approximately 10% of the samples have been deemed unsuitable for molecular analysis because of sampling problems with the tissue (e.g., no tumor, insufficient tumor cells, and insufficient viable tumor cells). Therefore, the histological assessment of stored tumor tissues is necessary.

However, such assessments are rarely conducted in China. Three general methods for pathological assessment are based on frozen sections, mirror images, and imprint cytology (IC). Frozen sections could represent the...
reference samples in terms of their morphological control. However, this method is time consuming, can easily lead to nucleic acid degradation, and consumes tissue samples. IC has been recommended by several studies as an alternative to the use of frozen sections for diagnosis. However, this method may require better storage conditions in the tissue bank.

The mirror image method involves the regular morphological analysis of a tumor tissue sample obtained near the frozen tissue sample. Although the method is limited by the prescribed analysis of the tissue adjacent to the frozen one and not of the frozen tissue itself, this technique provides high-quality information regarding the morphological aspects of the frozen tissue. Furthermore, this method can be easily implemented. Given the practicality and requirements of these methods, we have performed regular morphological quality analysis of banked tumor tissue in the biobank by using the mirror image slides since 2012. We evaluated the tumor content by counting the cellular percentage, conducted the morphological analysis of the stored tumor tissue samples, and analyzed the histological quality of different cancer types in the biobank.

Materials and Methods

Based on standard operating procedures for tissue collection according to NCI Best Practices for Biospecimen Resources, and with the consent of the patients, we obtained three fresh tumor tissues from each case when tumor sizes were appropriate. Samples were collected according to the mirror image method above mentioned (Fig. 1). Generally, the first tissue sample was embedded in paraffin (formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded, FFPE) to produce a mirror image sample on a paraffin block. This sample was sectioned and then stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The results were used to assess the other two corresponding tissue samples, which were snap-frozen and transferred to the freezer for storage. Morphological assessment was performed by two pathologists who reviewed the respective H&E sections in the biobank. The evaluation of tumor cell content was scored using four levels (<25%, 25%–50%, 50%–75%, and >75%) to determine the percentages of a wide variety of tumor cells (Fig. 2A–2H).

When a consensus was reached during the evaluation, the average percentage of tumor cells for each tumor tissue sample was reported by the pathologists. We focused on the appraisal of six cancer types using matching H&E slides. The samples included kidney, liver, lung, esophagus, stomach, and colorectal tissues. These tissue samples were grouped into solid organ cancers (kidney, liver, and lung) and hollow organ cancers (esophagus, stomach, and colorectal). The Kruskal–Wallis test was used to test for differences in the histological quality among all groups. The Nemenyi test was applied for multiple testing within the various organ groups. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS for Windows, version 9.3. Significance was defined as $p < 0.05$.

---

**FIG. 1.** Flow chart for fresh tissue sample collection.
Results

A total of 1221 stored tumor tissue samples with definite pathological diagnosis and covering six common cancers were evaluated in the present study. The percentage of tumor cells was determined by reviewing matched H&E-stained slides. The distribution of all tissue samples, which consisted of two main kinds of organ sources, namely, solid and hollow organs, is summarized in Table 1. The solid organ tissues included 110 kidney samples, 110 liver samples, and 331 lung samples. The hollow organ tissues were composed of 95 esophageal samples, 273 stomach samples, and 302 colorectal samples. A significantly higher proportion of samples with high tumor cell content was observed in the stored tumor tissues from solid organs, as compared with those from hollow organs (Kruskal–Wallis test $\chi^2 = 17.11$, $p < 0.0001$). Approximately 78.3% of the solid organ tumor tissues had tumor cell content higher than 50%, whereas only 72.6% was observed for the tumor tissues from hollow organs cancers (Fig. 3A). The results showed that the collected tumor tissues of solid organ cancers had higher histological quality than those of hollow organ cancers.

To further evaluate the histological quality of collected tumor tissues among the various cancer types, we compared the proportion of tumor tissues with high tumor cell content in the different cancer types within each organ group. A significant association was found between the levels of tumor content and the cancer types for each group by comparing the values in pairs. The results indicated that the collected kidney and esophagus tumor tissues had higher histological quality than the other cancer types in their respective groups. The kidney samples were of higher quality than the liver and lung samples, whereas the esophagus samples were better than the stomach and colorectum samples (Fig. 3B; multiple tests, $p < 0.05$). The proportion of collected tumor tissues with over 75% tumor cell content was 80.9% and 62.1% in the kidney and esophagus tumor tissues, respectively.

Furthermore, three kinds of samples, which showed higher proportion of tumor content under 25%, were stomach, liver, and colorectal cancers, and the proportions were 15.0%, 10.9%, and 10.6%, respectively (Table 2). We found that the inferior quality of the gastric cancer samples could be attributed to their inherent morphological structure.
The lower tumor cell content of liver and colorectal tissue samples could have been caused by the abundant sites of large-scale necrosis (Fig. 2K). The primary reasons for these results are discussed in the next section.

**Discussion**

The role of human cancer biobanks in the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of cancer, as well as in other biomedical studies, has become increasingly critical. A

### Table 2. Distribution of Specimens Below Tumor Percentage of 25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer types</th>
<th>Solid organs</th>
<th>Hollow organs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>Liver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion%*</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*It signifies each cancer type occupies the constituent ratio of the same type.
necessary prerequisite for the success of biobanks is the ability to obtain high-quality biospecimens to meet a diverse range of research demands. Several aspects, including environmental factors, the laboratory banking process, and personnel experience, influence the quality of samples. Nevertheless, a quick and efficient feedback system for QC personnel experience, influence the quality of samples. Nevertheless, a quick and efficient feedback system for QC programs of biobanks should include training in avoiding the collection of necrotic tissue and other nontumor components, as well as in the collection of the mucosa of tumor tissues from hollow organ cancers rather than their full thickness whenever possible.

The histological assessment of tumor tissue samples is widely applicable in biomedicine. The biobank has supported several paraffin tissue-based technical approaches and medical studies. These techniques include the construction of tissue microarrays (TMAs) and immunohistochemistry for protein localization. An adequate quantity of tumor cells from donor blocks is a crucial concern for TMAs construction, which is based on the previous tumor percentage scores of H&E sections as provided by our pathologists. Furthermore, the same principle is applicable to immunohistochemistry. Ultimately, researchers should only select the desired FFPE tumor sections and avoid samples with necrosis, inflammation, and hemorrhage. In recent years, the use of FFPE tissue sections for molecular assays has gained notable progress. These sections represent a valuable source of retrospective biological material for researchers. As previously mentioned, successful molecular oncology testing is dependent on the accurate assessment of the percentage of malignant cells in the analyzed tissue samples from fresh, frozen, or FFPE tissues.

In summary, the histological assessment of tumor tissue samples provides quick QC feedback, and may be used as a downstream platform to assure sufficient quality and quantity of a tumor sample.
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